Room Selection 2019  Tuesday, February 12, 2019, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

See rooms in:
- Morewood Gardens
- Doherty Apts. (Fall only)
- Margaret Morrison
- Woodlawn
- Roselawn
- McGill
- Welch
- Boss
- Henderson
- Resnik
- West Wing

See rooms in:

Ride the trolley between locations!

Morewood Gardens—Meet at the top of the stairs
Doherty Apartments—Meet at the A-Tower entrance
Resnik/West Wing—Meet at West Wing lounge
Henderson, Welch, Boss, McGill—Meet at the front door of each building
Margaret Morrison, Roselawn, Woodlawn—Meet at the MMA lounge

= Trolley Stop
= Walking path
= Trolley loop